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OVERVIEW
NoMad Las Vegas, will bring the refinement of a European 

home to Park MGM with a NoMad hotel, casino, pool, and 

NoMad Restaurant and NoMad Bar led by the 2017 World’s  

50 Best Restaurant winners, Daniel Humm and Will Guidara. 

The hotel, created by Sydell Group in partnership with  

Make It Nice, is a place of rendezvous and romance, where 

elegant evenings and moments of chance mix with 

extraordinary food and gracious hospitality. The design,  

as in New York and Los Angeles, is a collaboration with  

Jacques Garcia drawing inspiration from the natural 

surroundings of the desert with a nod to the glamour and 

playfulness of The Strip. The hotel, as with its sister locations, 

offers a highly personalized and holistic service paired with 

understated sophistication, comfort and intimacy.



SQFT SEAT RECEPTION

THE NOMAD BAR 2970 125 250

THE GARDEN 1000 60 100

THE NOMAD

RESTAURANT
3300 225 400

THE CELLAR 350 18 30

THE SALON 650 30 50

THE PARLOUR 830 50 100
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ROOMS
Designed by French architect and designer Jacques Garcia, 

each of the 293 rooms and suites at NoMad Las Vegas 

are residential in feel and decorated in his timeless style with 

a distinct New York sensibility. Every room is appointed 

with custom-designed furnishings, original artwork curated 

by Paris-based design studio be-poles, Bellino linens, 

and large flat screen TVs. Many rooms also feature freestanding 

pedestal bathtubs and separate water closets.
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DINING
The Restaurants and Bars of NoMad Las Vegas are 

anchored on the same foundation as our other properties 

in New York and Los Angeles: grand experiences rooted in 

gracious hospitality and casually-elegant cuisine. Created  

and managed by Chef Daniel Humm and Restaurateur  

Will Guidara—the team behind Eleven Madison Park   

(The World’s 50 Best #1 restaurant in the world, 2017),  

expect a more casual, all-day bar and restaurant anchored  

in the distinguished and innovative cocktail program 

managed by Leo Robitschek and team; a theatrical ode 

to classic American fine-dining; and a whimsical and 

approachable poolside cafe and bar.
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CASINO
Under the iconic Tiffany glass ceiling of the former Monte 

Carlo, the very first NoMad Casino provides an intimately 

refined space to play Roulette, Blackjack, and Baccarat. The 

high-limit gaming floor takes inspiration from the old- world 

glamour of European casinos and the playfulness of our new 

home on The Strip. The Casino Bar will showcase expertly 

crafted cocktails from acclaimed bar director, Leo Robitschek.



EXTERIOR
TERRASSE

THE BAR

THE NOMAD BAR
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THE NOMAD BAR 
Our all-day restaurant, The NoMad Bar, serves breakfast, lunch, 

dinner, and late night--perfect for a cocktail and a snack or a 

more substantial meal. An eclectic menu of shareable plates, 

snacks, sandwiches, pastas and more is available throughout 

the day with live music most evenings. The beverage program 

is created and managed by award-winning Bar Director Leo 

Robitschek. Leo and his team received the honor of “Best Bar 

in North America” and the #3 ranking in the world at the 2017 

World’s 50 Best Bars.

SQUARE FOOTAGE: 2,970 SQ. FT

SEATED: 125

STANDING: 250
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THE NOMAD 
RESTAURANT 
Serving dinner nightly, The NoMad Restaurant is our most formal offering, 

featuring many of NoMad’s signature restaurant dishes such 

as Roast Chicken for Two and Fruits de Mer alongside an array 

of classically-inspired appetizers, soups, and salads; a large 

selection of entrées “for two”; seasonal pastas, meats, and fish. 

Custom service pieces, tableside presentations, and communal 

courses add to the theatricality of the space. For Private Events, 

a full-buyout of the restaurant would be required for dinner; 

pricing is dependent on programming, seasonality, and date.

SQUARE FOOTAGE: 3,300 SQ. FT

SEATED: 225

STANDING: 400



THE CELLAR

THE CELLAR
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THE CELLAR
Our most intimate private dining space, The Cellar is  

befitting of its name, walls decorated with wine bottles old 

and new, vintage decanters, glassware, and service pieces. 

The Cellar is a wonderful option for a formal, multi-course 

(and wine-focused) dinner.

SQUARE FOOTAGE: 350 SQ. FT

SEATED: 18

STANDING: 30



THE SALON

THE SALON
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THE SALON
A lush, larger room that features a cocktail bar, priming it for 

either cocktail receptions, dinners, or pre-function.

SQUARE FOOTAGE: 650 SQ. FT

SEATED: 30

STANDING: 60



LOUNGE
ENTRY

THE PARLOUR

THE PARLOUR
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THE PARLOUR
Our largest Private Event Space can be reserved for a variety 

of events, and in tandem with The Salon for pre-dinner receptions.

SQUARE FOOTAGE: 830 SQ. FT

SEATED: 50

STANDING: 100



SPA

KITCHEN

BAR

POOLPOOL
ENTRY

THE POOL
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THE POOL 
The pool is a luxurious and tranquil escape from the neon and glitter 

of The Strip. Our poolside cafe and bar features casual fare, 

expertly-crafted cocktails, and a robust selection of wines. 

This garden-like oasis, inspired by the Majorelle Gardens of Morocco, 

is augmented by more playful moments, such as whimsical frozen 

drinks and refined riffs on pool-side snacks. 

SQUARE FOOTAGE: 10000+ SQ. FT

SEATED: 150

STANDING: 350




